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Marimeta Social by Editor
It was the day after the Kawaga
competition, the boys were feeling
exhausted and they needed some
cheering up. There was only one thing
that could do that for them…a social with
the girls from Marimeta! It was warm
outside when the girls arrived and all the
boys had spent the last hour making
themselves look dapper for them. As soon
as the girls arrived, there was no sign of
any segregation, both camps got straight
into their conversations. Monster
Entertainment was providing everyone with music. They had set up their decks in the
Mess Hall with lots of funky lights everywhere, and that’s where the main dance floor
was as well. REMINGTON DOYLE, CONOR WALL, JAKE HOLECEK, WILL FRIEDMAN,
DOMINIC HAMILTON and GAVIN BRAMWITT were seen playing a game of Basketball
with the girls and some were playing Paddleball. The dance floor was, as usual, being
dominated by the boys. TKD, ROSS FISHER and MAX ZLATNIKOV were seen showing
off their hardcore dance moves to songs by Soldier Boy and of Iggy Azalea. Harj was
seen having his usual conversation with a large group of girls about his bump-in with
Liam Payne from One Direction! CALEB SAKS was seen hanging out with some girls
from his school back at home; he said it was good to catch up. JACKSON WEIL said
he enjoyed watching his counselor JACOB SIMON shave and get ready for the social.
ADAM HIRSCH said, “As soon as the girls landed we all just started talking to each
other. It’s good having a social with a camp where there is never any awkwardness
and you can jump straight into a good conversation instantly.” SIMI and EMMA were
seen hanging out with some of the staff from Marimeta, as were ROBBIE APPLEBAUM
and DAVID MIZOCK. Monster Entertainment bring giant chairs with them whenever
they are showcasing an event, and the campers love climbing into them! JAMES
POPLAWSKI was seen pretty much sleeping in one at one point until RICHARD
SCHLECT woke him up! DAVID RIBOT made a bunch of campers believe that it was a
“fancy dress” social and that everyone from both camps were asked to wear a Toga.
SAM MILLER, BRETT WEISS, ISAAC WEISS, MAX BEERMANN and many others
turned up wearing a Toga and everyone looked quite amused, including David himself!
RYAN MILLER said, “The cookies tasted phenomenal.” DAVID MUNZER and JACOB
“BALLS” BARSTACK were seen bringing them out and everyone attacked them!
DOMINIC HAMILTON admitted to taking 7! Many of our boys’ siblings go to Marimeta;
DANIEL MALIS was seen speaking to his twin sisters, so was ZACH ZELMAN and
ISAAC WEISS was speaking to his own twin sister. It was a great social and it was
quite sad seeing the boys saying bye to their new friends, especially ones they wouldn’t
see until next year now! Thanks STEVE and BARI for the socials!
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The Counselor Softball game against Camp Kawaga by
David Ribot
On the night of the 21st July, the counselor softball team took the
field in St. Germain, looking for its first win against Camp Kawaga
since 2011. After a scrimmage against the 16A team the previous
day, the counselors were ready to battle the boys from the
swamp. The game started off well for the CM counselors as DAVID
"I WANNA GO HIGHER" BLECHMAN struck out Kawaga's cleanup
batter in the top of the 1st, swinging the momentum in our favor.
Kawaga managed one run in the 1st, but the counselors came out
undeterred and swinging. The Menominee staff got going in the
bottom of the inning with JONAH "SLEEVELESS WILLY" WEISS
batting leadoff and drawing a walk. The pitcher for CK had
evidently not been taken to the BLECHMAN SCHOOL OF
PITCHING, as finding the strike zone continued to be an issue for
him throughout the whole game. After some age-old Menominee
base running, KEVIN "HE WAS NUMBER 1" CRONIN smacked a fly ball into left field, just deep enough to allow
JONAH WEISS to slide into home plate safely. After a quick 2nd inning for both teams in the field, Kawaga's bats
got hot just as CM's fielding got shaky. After the dust settled at the end of the top of the 3rd, it was 6-1 in favor of
the swamp dwellers. The score could've been worse if not for a heads up play by ROBBIE "BIG ARMS" APPELBAUM
on a ground ball to 3rd base, forcing the base runner on 3rd into a pickle and throwing the ball to catcher DAVID
"BOXERS OR BRIEFS?" MUNZER for the tag. CM would bounce back with 2 runs in the bottom of the 3rd to bring
the differential to 3 runs. With some defensive help and great plays from DAVID "WHITE SOX PROSPECT" MIZOCK
at short center, DAVID BLECHMAN mowed 'em down in the top half of the 4th, later describing that inning as
"slight work." Kawaga did manage to extend its lead to 7-3, but the Men in Green would battle back. In the bottom
of the 5th our boys leading off with TERRY "FINEAS AND FERB" JONES waited patiently as the Kawaga pitcher
walked the bases loaded and eventually was taken out of the game. JACOB "CHIPS AND SALSA AND GUAC"
BARSTACK ripped a ball over the 3rd base bag just out of reach of the 3rd baseman to drive in a run. JUSTIN "LIKE A
MELODY IN MY HEAD" SCHOENEMAN added to the power surge with an RBI, one of 5 times he reached base in the
game. After batting through the order, CM led 11-7 with just two innings to play. The next inning didn't start to
well for Kawaga either, as they batted out order, which JAKE "MVP" FISHBEIN promptly pointed out. DAVID
"LEGENDS ONLY" BLECHMAN followed suit pitching a ball to the backstop, leaving a shameful and demoralized CK
counselor team with 1 out. The rest of the 5th inning was smooth sailing for Menominee's solid defense, but our
bats went quietly in the bottom of the inning too. Going into the top of the 7th, CM held a 4 run lead needing just
3 outs for the win. Kawaga thought by putting their 3 hitter on base, they would be able to get the lead, but they
couldn’t. After that our counselors retired 3 straight hitters, two on groundouts back to DAVID BLECHMAN, and
the final out a 5-3 putout on a grounder to ROBBIE APPELBAUM, clinching the victory for Menominee.

Random Riddle of the Day!

Weather Report A thunderstorm is
on its way tomorrow
guys and the
temperature will be
66F!

Timmy's mother has three children. The first was
named April. The next was named May. What’s her
other one called?
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